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DISTRICTS 
SUSTAINABILITY AND LOCAL HERITAGE ALL IN ONE! 

 
Design Challenge: 
In many cities you need to drive a few miles just to buy 
groceries or to go to school.  We need your help to 
design mixed use districts that reduce car dependence 
and sprawl by providing places to live, shop, work, 
and play in close proximity.   
 

 
 

Many cities have ethnic districts such as Chinatown in San Francisco, California. 
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DESIGN CHALLENGE ASSIGNMENT 
 

DESIGN DISTRICTS FOR YOUR CITY! 
 

1.  Divide your city into districts.  You must have at least three districts in 
your city—and probably no more than five (otherwise the future 
assignments will be very time-consuming).   Think of a name for each 
district and be able to explain each district’s special identity.   
 

Each district should have mixed uses (places for the activities of day-to-day 
life such as housing, grocery stores, a doctor’s office, a post office, a school, 
etc.).   
 

However, each district should also have something special that 
sets it apart from the other districts of the city. 
 

2.  Use fine-tipped markers to trace over the boundaries of each district.  
Use colored pencils to color each district a different color. The best way to 
color large areas is to imagine that the area is divided into rows.  Shade 
each imaginary row with diagonal strokes.   
 

Do not draw anything in the district at this time.  We will do that in later 
assignments.  Just color each one a different color and be ready to explain 
its special identity. 
 

      
                                by Moises                                                               by Rebecca                                                         by Tristan  
 
 
 

***Teacher’s Notes:   

1.  Use one of the photocopies made in the last lesson for this assignment.  

2.  It is generally best to use fine-tipped markers for lines and lettering, and to use colored pencils for 

coloring and filling in large areas. 
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WHAT IS A DISTRICT? 
 

DISTRICTS ARE SMALL PARTS OF A CITY THAT HAVE A SPECIAL 
IDENTITY. 

 

 
The Alamo Square neighborhood in San Francisco, California, is famous for its Victorian 

architecture and views of the city. 
 
 

SOME TYPES OF DISTRICTS INCLUDE: 
 

Ethnic neighborhoods such as Mexican, Italian, or Japanese   
Historic districts      DOWNTOWN     AREAS WITH CERTAIN TYPES OF 

ARCHITECTURE SUCH AS SPANISH OR VICTORIAN     Places with a 

unique location or distinguishing feature such as 
along the beach or on a hillside    Specialty districts 

(such as an “antique row” shopping district, an artists zone, or a 
theater district) 
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KEY POINTS 
 

1.  Districts are opportunities to create sustainable 
neighborhoods.  Districts should be compact and have 
mixed uses to minimize sprawl and car dependence.  This 
means that there should be places to live, shop, work, and play 
within walking distance in each district.  In addition, housing 
should be located near public transportation stops so that 
residents can travel to other parts of the city without a car. 
 

 
         
 

The Bayswater District in London, England. 
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2.  Although many uses are “compatible” (such as 
housing and a grocery store), some uses are 
“incompatible” and should be separated.  Airports, 
landfills, and prisons, for example, should not be placed next to 
housing because they produce pollution, noise, or other types 
of adverse effects. 
 

 

 
        
 

An industrial center in South San Francisco, California. 
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3.  Districts are great opportunities to reflect a unique 
heritage, location or style of architecture.  

 
 

ABOVE: The French Quarter in New Orleans, Louisiana. BELOW:  The Fillmore District in 
San Francisco, California, is a historic African American neighborhood famous for its jazz 
nightclubs. 

 

 
 

 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
  

-What types of districts does your city have?   
 

-Are they mixed use?   
 

-Do they reflect local heritage? 
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-What are some districts in another city you know about?  

DESIGNING DISTRICTS  
FOR YOUR CITY 

 

What types of districts would reflect the heritage of my city? 
Districts often celebrate an area’s history, culture, people, location, or 

architecture.   
 

 

  
 

Signs, flags, and businesses in San Francisco’s North Beach reflect the area’s Italian roots.    
 

What are the boundaries of each district? 
Just like cities, districts can have natural edges (such as creeks or hillsides) or 
man-made edges (such as boulevards or parks).  Some districts mark their 
boundaries with signs or gates. 
 
 

 
A gate marks the entrance to San Francisco’s Chinatown. 
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How will each district be sustainable? 
Think of ways to avoid auto dependence in your districts.  Brainstorm elements 
of day-to-day life (such as shopping, entertainment, services, employment, etc.) 

that could be included in a mixed use district within walking distance of 
residents’ homes. 

   

  
North Beach is a mixed use neighborhood in San Francisco, California. 

 

How will each district be distinct, yet harmonious? 
Memorable districts are unique in their appearance, location and uses (for 
example, Little Tokyo or the Theater District).  Think of ways to make each 
district unique in your city.   
 

Memorable districts are also harmonious.  They have characteristics that unify 
the district (such as certain colors, building styles, signs, building heights...). 

 
The hillside district of The Albaicin in Granada, Spain is unique because of its steep streets and 
Moorish history.  It is also quite harmonious due to its whitewashed houses, small plazas, and 

interior courtyards.    
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How will my city’s downtown be different from other districts? 
 

In addition to neighborhood districts, cities typically have a central business 
district shared by residents from every neighborhood in the city.  Downtowns are 
centers of government, transportation, and commerce.   Usually a city only needs 
one city hall, one train station, or one large department store for everyone.    
 

Downtown should be easily accessible for residents from all parts of the city.  
Although it would probably be impossible for all residents to live within walking 
distance of downtown, it should be accessible by public transportation to keep it 
green.  
 
 

 
 

Downtown San Francisco, California. 
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 LANGUAGE ARTS EXTENSIONS
 

WRITING  
WRITE A PARAGRAPH ABOUT YOUR CITY’S DISTRICTS: 

 TOPIC SENTENCE:  Define “mixed use district.” 
 SUPPORTING DETAILS:  Name and describe each district in your city.  Explain how each 

district is unique, yet harmonious.  
 CONCLUDING SENTENCE:  Explain how each district is sustainable and kid-friendly. 

 

WORD WORK  
*Sources: Merriam-Webster Children’s Dictionary and The Clear & Simple Thesaurus Dictionary by Harriet Wittels & Joan Greisman 

DISTRICTS:     Plural of district  
Pronunciation: \’dis trikt\   
Part of Speech: noun 
Definition: a section of a city with a special feature or purpose 
Synonyms: neighborhood, zone, quarter, section, locality, place, region, territory 
 

VOCABULARY 
 

neighborhood 
 

quarter 
 

zoning 
 

commercial 
 

industrial 
 

residential 
 

institutional 
 

open space 
 

heritage 
 

mixed uses 
 

sustainable 
 

harmonious 
Teacher’s Note: You can adapt this page to meet your grade level standards and classroom needs. Ideas 

include putting the words in alphabetical order, synonyms/antonyms, definitions, sentences, 

singular/plural, parts of speech, using words in prepositional phrases/similes/sentences with 

conjunctions, syllables, prefixes/suffixes/word origins/word families.     
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IN DEPTH:  TRADITIONAL ZONING VS. MIXED USE 
DISTRICTS 

 

TRADITIONAL ZONING 
Many cities have separate zones for shopping, working, living, and playing.  This is called 
zoning.  In some cases zoning is wise because it protects us.  We are safer if we build homes 
away from places such as airports, landfills, and factories.  In other cases, however, safety is not 
an issue.  For example, it is not dangerous to live near a grocery store.  In fact, neighborhood 
shopping and housing are compatible uses.  They complement each other because it is 
convenient for both the store and the resident to be near each other.  Yet in many cities it is 
illegal to build a grocery store near places where people live due to traditional zoning laws.  
This results in sprawl and car dependence.  People who do not drive (such as kids) can’t go to 
the store unless someone drives them because their houses are too far away to walk or bike. 
 

Some common zones in American cities include: 
  

-Residential* (Places to live)  
Single-family homes, apartment buildings, town houses, condominiums, mobile homes, 
houseboats and retirement homes. 
 

-Commercial* (Places to buy things) 
Stores, banks, gas stations, office buildings, shopping malls, arcades, movie theaters, and 
restaurants. 
 

-Industrial* (Places where things are made, disposed of, or processed.  These places often 
noisy or polluted) Factories, power plants, water plants, trash transfer stations, recycling 
centers, landfills, warehouses, airports, and train stations. 
 

-Open/Public Space and Parks* (Places to play, relax, exercise, or enjoy nature)  
Plazas, town squares, parks, hiking trails, bike paths, basketball courts, playgrounds, 
recreation centers, tennis courts, soccer fields, and monuments. 
 

-Institutional* (Places to get help, learn, or receive government services)  
Police stations, libraries, courthouses, city halls, post offices, fire stations, museums, community 
centers, schools, hospitals and places of worship (such as churches, synagogues, temples, and 
mosques). 
 

MIXED USE DISTRICTS 
Green cities mix residential, commercial, institutional, and open space uses as much as possible 
to remain compact and walkable.  There are several ways to mix uses: 
 

-In a building* that has apartments on the upper floors above shops at street level 
 

-On a street* that has both commercial and residential buildings 
 

-In a neighborhood* that includes a variety of residential buildings, commercial buildings, 
institutional uses, and open spaces in close proximity 

*SOURCE: City by Design by the National Building Museum 


